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PRECINCT 2

EASTERN "SUBURBAN" RESIDENTIAL
(Dutton Street Suburban Residential Area)

The boundaries

This precinct is contained by distinct boundary that includes the southern end of the
concrete drain (a tributary of Sullivans Creek).  Majura Avenue and the eastern edge of
Hawdon Street Park form the remaining boundary to this precinct.  

Existing character

The eastern suburban residential
precinct is about 1200m from the
Dickson Shops. The precinct is
accessed by Dutton and Eady
Streets and contains 60 single
residential blocks that are
predominantly single storey
detached dwellings.  

The general streetscape elements
that contribute to the character of
this area include large front gardens
and street tree plantings.  Dutton Street is planted with European White Birch (Betula
pendula).  Eady Street is planted with Katsura trees (Cercidiphyllum japonicum).  Majura
Avenue is planted with oak trees (Quercus cerris).

Current relevant policies being implemented by ACTPLA
that affect this precinct
� Variation to the Territory Plan No. 200, (also known as ‘The Garden City Variation’) 

Community values/aspirations (identified by participants at
the Planning Together Workshop and via other
collaborations)

OPEN SPACE

� A more attractive and better maintained Dickson stormwater channel which is a tribu-
tary of Sullivans Creek 

� Create habitats for native animals and plants to attract wildlife into the precinct

Hawdon Street park
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HOUSING AND LANDSCAPE

� Pleasant streetscapes, embodying the ‘garden city’ concepts

� Redevelopment that is of a high quality and has sympathetic architecture to maintain
the neighbourhood character

� Housing choices to meet the needs of families and the elderly

� Peace, quiet and privacy

� Space for back yards and in between houses/developments 

� Tree lined streets

Future character

A peaceful area incorporating high residential amenity with a predominance of detached
family oriented housing, with scope for supportive (eg aged care) on standard or
consolidated blocks.  As the precinct is contained within open spaces boundaries on three
sides vehicular through traffic is unlikely to be a significant issue.  Although this precinct
is about 1200m away from the shops the bicycle/pedestrian path located adjacent to the
Dickson stormwater channel (which is a tributary of Sullivans Creek) provides a very direct
route to the shops.  Achieving surveillance of this corridor from nearby residences could
enhance the safety aspect of using this route.  Improving the perception of safety through
physical design can be achieved by allowing developments to front the Creek corridor in
addition to the street (Dutton Street).  This dual frontage achieves in addition to improved
surveillance and overlooking, favourable northern orientation to those dwellings fronting the
Corridor.  Such a frontage will also promote a sense of ownership of this public open space
helping to discourage undesirable incidents and encourage use.

The first generation single dwelling family housing will remain the predominant building
type in this precinct (very few major changes have occurred).

This precinct will be ideal for family orientated housing with scope for supportive housing
(eg for aged care) on standard or consolidated blocks.  Consolidation of residential blocks
for other than supporting housing will not be permitted.  For supportive housing on
consolidated or standard blocks, the plot ratio will be limited to 35%.  The controls on
development in this area shall be stricter, supporting the diversity of the overall Dickson
neighbourhood by providing distinctly suburban family housing in a well-defined precinct
that maintains the existing suburban character.  Open space requirements as well as plot
ratio controls will reduce the size, bulk and coverage of buildings in the area and maintain
the landscape quality of the area.  The size and coverage of the second dwelling of dual
occupancy developments will be reduced, allowing retention of areas to the front and rear
of blocks for garden planting.    These constraints will help maintain this precinct’s lower
density character.

As this precinct is totally "Suburban", apartment, townhouses and triple-occupancy housing
will not be permitted.  
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Planning strategies to ensure this future character is
achieved

PARKS AND PLACES

� Maintain and enhance the existing areas of open space that surround the precinct

� Enrich biodiversity and encourage wildlife by planting native trees and shrubs where
this is appropriate

STREETS

� Maintain landscape setting and protect street trees

� Retain verge widths and permeable landscape surfaces

� Maintain and enhance the existing major network routes to maximise choice of routes

SAFETY AND SECURITY

� Siting and design of buildings should address the street to maximise views to the street
and pedestrian/bicycle paths

� Ensure adequate pedestrian lighting on major routes

� Maximise links between public places and spaces by providing clear and unobstruct-
ed access

CONNECTIONS AND MOVEMENT

� Ensure clear, easy access networks for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles

BUILDINGS

� New buildings should reinforce existing street patterns

� Ensure buildings are sympathetic to the desired future precinct character 

QUALITY

� Create a healthy environment (eg provide adequate solar access and open space)

Ideas to explore/be considered from the Moving Forward
Together Workshop and the Dickson Interim Community
Reference Panel
� Retain and enhance existing open spaces, creating more variety of open spaces with

different scales, functions and character

� Retain diversity in dwellings (eg conserve the single storey, low density dwellings suit-
able for families) in this precinct to maintain the diversity of dwelling types


